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Project research/Innovation 8 credits 36h

Signal II and optimization 4 credits 51h

Machine Learning 4 credits 55h

Communicating within organizations 6 credits 75h

Finite Element Methods & Model 
Reductions

4 credits 56,75h

Modeling and scientific computing in 
fluid and structural mechanics

4 credits 55,5h

Stochastic Processes: Time Series 
and Gaussian Processes

4 credits 58h

Data Analysis 4 credits 55h
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Project research/Innovation

 ECTS
8 credits  Component

INSTITUT 
NATIONAL 
DES SCIENCES 
APPLIQUEES 
TOULOUSE


Number of 
hours
36h

Presentation

Description

After a call of subjects from private sector (aeronautic, spatial, 
pharmaceutical sectors) or famous laboratories (LISBP, LAAS, 
IMFT, LPNO, CEMES…), students have to

resolve mathematical modelling problems, supervised by 
specialists of the concerned domain (physics, mechanics, 
biology, finance, reliability…).

The essential point is the realistic situation in front of a 
complex, new problem, whose solution is not known, even by 
the supervisor.

Organisation:

Each group is formed by 2 or 3 students, sometimes together 
with students of other department for multidisciplinary projects. 
About 50 hours are time

scheduled, amongst them about 12 face to face with supervisor.

Objectives

At the end of this module, the student will have understood and 
be able to explain (main concepts):

*  Principles of working in collaboration
* Project management (PERT, GANTT, WBS...)
* Mathematical models for applied problems, in relation 
with other disciplines or with specific industrial sector
* Self valuation of obtained results with respect to aims

The student will be able to:

* Interact with specialists or engineers of other discipline
* Organize collaborating work
* Define specifications of an original problem of 
mathematical modelling
* Guide bibliographical researches
* Develop a deterministic or stochastic adapted model
* Implement a numeric resolution
* Account for obtained results, with written report and oral 
presentation

Useful info

Contacts

Education manager
DAVID SANCHEZ
 +33.(0)954956188
 dsanchez@insa-toulouse.fr
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Place

 Toulouse
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Signal II and optimization

 ECTS
4 credits  Component

INSTITUT 
NATIONAL 
DES SCIENCES 
APPLIQUEES 
TOULOUSE


Number of 
hours
51h

Presentation

Description

Part I : Wavelets

* Wavelet transform. Basis of wavelets: definition and 
properties. Multiresolution analysis.
* Discrete wavelets: Haar basis, filter banks with 
exact reconstruction, 1d bi-orthogonal wavelets, wavelet 
decomposition, spatial and frequency localisation, 2d 
wavelets. Introduction to jpeg, denoising.
* Discrete wavelet packets. Definition, localisation in 
space and time. Denoising, deconvolution.

Organisation: Lectures to introduce the concepts and Labwork 
for practical numerical implementation.

Part II : Algorithms for unconstrained nonsmooth nonsmooth 
optimization

* Elements for convex analysis. Notion of convex 
subdifferential, optimality necessary condition, Lagrangian 
duality
* Algorithms. Descent methods (steepest descent and 
stabilization), subgradient methods, cutting planes methods 
and bundle methods.

* Some examples (minimax problems, proximal 
algorithms, how to manage constraints)
* Perspectives. Why BFGS is a good method for 
nonsmooth optimization ? Generalization to the nonconvex 
case.

Organisation  : Lecture, Tutorials and Labwork. Some tutorials 
will be preliminaries to the Labworks.

Objectives

At the end of this module, the student will have understood and 
be able to explain (main concepts):

*  Wavelet transform
* Filter Banks with exact reconstruction
* Properties of wavelets (localisation in space and 
frequency) and applications to the approximation of 
functions.

The student will be able to:

*  Provide examples of wavelets
* Carry out numerical approximation of images with 
wavelets.

Pre-requisites
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Signal 1 [ I4MMMF71]

Optimization 1 & 2 [ I4MMMO71] [ I3MIMT11]

Useful info

Contacts

Education manager
CHARLES DOSSAL
 dossal@insa-toulouse.fr

Place

 Toulouse
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Machine Learning

 ECTS
4 credits  Component

INSTITUT 
NATIONAL 
DES SCIENCES 
APPLIQUEES DE 
TOULOUSE


Number of 
hours
55h

Presentation

Description

Program (detailed contents):

* Introduction to machine learning
* Risk (or generalization error) estimation, Optimization of 
the bias / variance trade-off
* Model selection via penalized criterion: Mallows CP, BIC, 
Ridge, Lasso…
* Linear and quadratic discriminant analysis, k nearest 
neighbors.
* Classification and regression trees
* Bagging, random forests
* Support Vector Machine and Support Vector Regression
* Neural networks, multilayer perceptron, 
backpropagation algorithms, optimization algorithms, 
introduction to deep learning.
* Boosting algorithms
* Missing data imputation
* Scientific deontology and statistical decision
* Legal framework and societal impacts of AI

Organization:

* Lectures: 25 H
* Practical work of applications on real data sets with the 
Python’s libraries (Scikit Learn): 27,5H

Main difficulties for students:

Apprehend new methods and apply them to complex data sets.

Objectives

At the end of this module, the student will have understood 
and be able to explain (main concepts):

* Properties and limits of the main machine learning 
algorithms.
* Bias - variance trade-off, model selection.
* Algorithms for risk estimation: bootstrap, cross 
validation.
* Optimization and algorithmic implementations with R 
and Python (Scikit-learn) of the studied algorithms.
* Ethical and legal concepts of artificial intelligence.

The student will be able to:

* Analyse big data sets from various domains: 
meteorology, marketing, industry, by using R and Python 
libraries.
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* Execute the main machine learning methods and 
algorithms (discriminant analysis, k-nn, classification and 
regression trees, random forests, neural networks, SVM..)
* Optimize hyper-parameters values and construct 
pipelines for automating.
* Optimize the missing values management.
* Detect ethical or legal failures (bias, discrimination, 
opacity) of machine learning algorithms.

Pre-requisites

Statistical modelling

Introduction to R and Python languages

Knowledge check

How do you assess that the objectives have been reached?

A written test and a report on a project  on real data sets

How does your assessment system help the student to reach 
the objectives?

The preparation of the written test allows to understand deeply 
and to acquire the different statistical methods.

The report on the project allows students to test their ability to 
apply these methods in concrete machine learning studies.

Bibliography

 http://wikistat.fr

 https://github.com/wikistat

Coelho,L. P., Richert W. « Building Machine Learning Systems 
with Python », 2nd Edition, Packt Publishing, 2015

Hastie, T. Tibshirani, R., Friedman, J. «  The elements of 
statistical learning », Springer, 2001

Goodfellow I., Bengio Y., Courville A. “ Deep Learning”MIT Press, 
2016

Useful info

Contacts

Education manager
BEATRICE BONNEAU
 laurentb@insa-toulouse.fr
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Communicating within organizations

 ECTS
6 credits  Component

INSTITUT 
NATIONAL 
DES SCIENCES 
APPLIQUEES 
TOULOUSE


Number of 
hours
75h

Presentation

Objectives

The classes given in French will focus on :

- How to react to society's demand for technical and scientific 
information

- How to foster critical thinking in order to give appropriate 
answers when questioned about such issues

- How to communicate effectively in the workplace

The classes given in English will focus on the specific linguistic 
characteristics of English used in such contexts in order for the 
students to understand and master them.

The students will also be made aware of the specificity of 
professional communication within the English-speaking world

Module L2

The objectives, defined in reference to the CEFRL for the 5 
language activities, depend on the language studied - Chinese, 
German, Spanish - and the level of the student.

They can be consulted on :

https://moodle.insa-toulouse.fr/course/view.php?id=44

In certain cases, students may be authorised to follow an 
English module instead of another language.

Pre-requisites

For classes in English : mastery of general English.

Useful info

Place

 Toulouse
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Finite Element Methods & Model Reductions

 ECTS
4 credits  Component

INSTITUT 
NATIONAL 
DES SCIENCES 
APPLIQUEES 
TOULOUSE


Number of 
hours
56,75h

Presentation

Description

Program (detailed contents) :

* *Analysis of elliptic PDEs : weak solution vs classical 
solution, Sobolev spaces, Lax-Milgram theory, a-priori 
estimations. Boundary conditions. Energy minimization.

* Modelling with a FE software (eg FreeFEM++)  : 
classical models, 1 real-like problem.

* Finite Element Method (FEM) principles: discretisation, 
approximation, data structures, implementation. Error 
analysis (a-priori). Convergence curves.

Advective term: stabilisation (eg SUPG).

* Practical, Programming (Python): assembly algorithm ; 
code assessments, scheme accuracy, error estimator.

* FEM extensions:

Unsteady models: semi-discretisation.

Non-linear models: linearization.

A-posteriori estimations, mesh refinement.

* Model Reduction: offline-online strategy.

POD basis reduction.

* Domain Decomposition Method (DDM)  : method(s), 
practical (FreeFEM++).

Organisation :

18 classes + 12 tutorials-exercises + 14 lab. Tutorials (Python-
FEniCS, FreeFEM++).

Main difficulties for students :
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Understand the large range of required knowledge: from 
the physical modeling to computational aspects via the 
mathematical & numerical analysis.

Objectives

At the end of this module, the student will have understood 
and be able to explain (main concepts) :

-          How to write the weak (variational) form of the classical 
PDE models (with the corresponding energy minimization, 
symmetric case).

-          Write and implement a finite element scheme (for linear 
and non-linear models).

-          Employ Finite Element libraries (eg. FEniCS - Python and 
FreeFem++).

-                   Set up an offline – online strategy for real time 
computaions (POD reduction for linear PDEs)

-          Decompose large problems on multiple processors using 
domain decomposition methods (with preconditionners).

-                   Simulate classical phenomena (diffusive, convective, 
linear – non linear etc).

Pre-requisites

Fundamentals of PDE equations  I4MMNP71

Numerical analysis I3MIMT11

Matrix computation  I3MIMT31

Basic numerical methods-nbalaysis.

Knowledge check

How do you assess that the objectives have been reached?

Practical (with written report) + intermediate examinations (on-
line exercises - Quiz).

Useful info

Contacts

Education manager
JEROME MONNIER
 monnier@insa-toulouse.fr

Place

 Toulouse
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Modeling and scientific computing in fluid and 
structural mechanics

 ECTS
4 credits  Component

INSTITUT 
NATIONAL 
DES SCIENCES 
APPLIQUEES 
TOULOUSE


Number of 
hours
55,5h

Presentation

Description

Programme (detailed contents) :

Brief review of the general concepts in continuum mechanics

Modeling and scientific computing in fluid mechanics :

- Dynamics of inviscid fluids

- Dynamics of Newtonian viscous fluids

- Capillary phenomena

- Introduction to the finite volume method (FVM). 1rst order and 
second order upwind schemes (M.U.S.C.L. method)                              
   - Implementation of the FVM on a model problem (transport 
of a discontinuity).

Modeling and scientific computing in structural mechanics

* Variational formulation and mathematical analysis of the 
elasticity problem

* Numerical resolution of elasticity with the finite element 
method
* Multiscale model and code coupling
* Application: modeling and computation of static as 
well as dynamic elastic problems through the use of an 
industrial software + development of python codes for the 
computation of stress concentration and local propagation 
of cracks within solids.

Organisation :

Conventional lectures/tutorials + class work (labwork)

Main difficulties for students:

To connect their mathematical knowledge and the modelling 
issues to mechanics.

To fully appreciate the finite volume and finite element methods 
for the numerical resolution of real physical problems.

Objectives
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At the end of this module, the student will have understood 
and be able to explain (main concepts) :

The fundamentals of Mechanics for fluid and deformable solids, 
from a physical, mathematical and numerical point of view.

The student will be able to :

* Understand the physical meaning of the various terms 
used in fluid mechanics and elasticity models.
* Calculate exact solutions of simple problems and 
interpret them physically
* Evaluate orders of magnitude and know the physical 
meaning of the main dimensionless numbers
* Formulate and apply a finite volume method for 
numerically solving simple problems of fluid mechanics
* Formulate and solve the problem of elasticity by means 
of the finite element method.
* Use an industrial software to model and compute the 
elasticity problem in static as well as in dynamic.
* Write and implement a mixed formulation to couple 
different elastic domains and different numerical codes used 
as black-boxes.

Pre-requisites

Fundamentals in :

Continuum mechanics

Numerical analysis

Partial derivative equations

Knowledge check

How do you assess that the objectives have been reached?

Class work (labwork) and a final written exam.

How does your assessment system help the student to reach 
the objectives?

Merging of knowledge between students during class work, 
especially in this discovery phase where mathematical 
concepts are applied to physics.

Bibliography

G Duvaut, Mécanique des milieux continus, Masson, 2000, ISBN 
2225816581

 M Bonnet, A Frangi, Analyse des solides déformables par la 
méthode des éléments finis, Ecole Polytechnique , 2007, ISBN : 
978-2-7302-1349-3

C. Hirsch, Numerical Computation of Internal and External 
Flows: The Fundamentals of Computational Fluid Dynamic, 
  2007, Butterworth-Heinemann

Guyon, Hulin, Petit, Hydrodynamique Physique, 2012, EDP 
Sciences

Useful info

Place

 Toulouse
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Stochastic Processes: Time Series and Gaussian 
Processes

 ECTS
4 credits  Component

INSTITUT 
NATIONAL 
DES SCIENCES 
APPLIQUEES 
TOULOUSE


Number of 
hours
58h

Presentation

Description

Programme (detailed contents):

Time series

1. Introduction and Descriptive Analysis: Time series 
decomposition, Estimation and Elimination of Trend and 
Seasonal Components
2. Random Modeling of Time Series: Stochastic process, 
stationnarity, Autocovariance Function
3. Statistical Inference of Stationary processes of order 
2: Moment Estimation, Best linear predictor, Partial 
autocorrelation, statistical tests
4. ARMA and ARIMA Models: AR process, MA process, 
ARMA et ARIMA processes

The practical labworks will be performed with R software.

Gaussian Processes

Lectures :

* Part one: Introduction to real-valued Gaussian 
processes in discrete time; extension to the continuous 
case; parametric estimation using discrete martingale tools.
* Part two: On the importance of the covariance function: 
spectral aspects and link with the regularity of the process.

Exercise classes :

* Session on calculations for the discretized Brownian 
motion, expression for the joint density.
* Session on conditional expectation for Gaussian vectors, 
as an orthogonal projection.
* Session on smoothness of the Gaussian process 
through the smoothness of the covariance function.
* Session on link between Gaussian processes and RKHS 
(Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space)

Lab works :

* Session simulation of Gaussian processes and its use in 
modeling

Session application to real data in geostat
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Objectives

At the end of this lecture, the student should have acquired the 
following skills, as well theoretically than practically with the R 
statistical Software.

1)    Time series

* Estimate or eliminate the trend and/or the seasonality of 
a time series
* Study the stationnarity of a time series
* Calculate and estimate the autocorrelogram and the 
autocorrelograms (total and partial) of a stationary process
* Study and/or adjust an ARMA (or ARIMA) model on a 
stationary time series
* Carry an optimal linear forecast of an ARMA process

2)    Gaussian processes

* Know the fundamental properties of Gaussian processes
* Be able to characterize a Gaussian process through its 
covariance function
* Be able to use Gaussian Processes for modeling real life 
situations.

Pre-requisites

1)    Time series :

Probability and Statistics (MIC2) [ I2MIMT31]

Statistics (MIC3) [ I3MIMT05]

Probability and Inferential Statistics (I4MMMT21)

Statistical modelling

2)    Gaussian processes :

Advanced probabilities: martingales, stochastic algorithms and 
Montecarlo methods [ I4MAOPPS21]

Markov chains.

Integration and probabilities.

Knowledge check

How do you assess that the objectives have been reached?

Two hand written exams for Time series part and one for 
Gaussian processes part

How does your assessment system help the student to reach 
the objectives?

For each skill, an evaluation will be given on top of the overall 
grade which will be both expressed using the A, B, C, D system 
already used at INSA Toulouse, and which enables one to 
appraise his understanding of the skill under interest.

Useful info

Contacts

Education manager
JEAN YVES DAUXOIS
 dauxois@insa-toulouse.fr

Place

 Toulouse
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Data Analysis

 ECTS
4 credits  Component

INSTITUT 
NATIONAL 
DES SCIENCES 
APPLIQUEES 
TOULOUSE


Number of 
hours
55h

Presentation

Description

Programme (detailed contents) :

* Introduction to exploratory analysis of big data

* Syntax and objects of R and Python languages, 
functions, object and functional programmation (Python).

* Multivariate exploratory statistical analysis. Principal 
component, discriminant and correspondence analyses, 
multidimensional scaling, NMF, hierarchical clustering, k-
means, mixture models and EM algorithm, DBSCAN.

Organisation :

* Lectures : 27.5 h

* Practical work of applications on real data sets with the 
software R and Python’s libraries (Scikit Learn) : 27.5 h

Main difficulties for students :

The achievement of a practical experience for conducting any 
statistical exploratory analyses on big and complex data sets.

Objectives

At the end of this module, the student will have understood and 
be able to explain (main concepts) :

* Data base organisation of R and Python data frames. 
Syntaxes R and Python languages. R and Python functions 
design, program and test.

* Statistical analyses of multidimensional data: dimension 
reduction and clustering with R and Python.

* Statistical interpretation of various graphical displays 
including the different kinds of factor analyses and 
clustering.

The student will be able to :

* Manage big data sets with R and Python.

* Lead exploratory data analyses of real big data. It 
includes univariate, bivariate and multivariate data analyses 
featuring PCA, MCA, FDA, NMF kmeans, mixture models, 
DBSCAN… depending on data structures and analysis 
purposes;
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* Detect relevant structures within complex data sets and 
compile insightful interpretations.

Pre-requisites

Statistics [ I3MIMT41]

Useful info

Contacts

Education manager
Olivier Roustant
 roustant@insa-toulouse.fr

Place

 Toulouse
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